
 

 

Here at Campanella Family Funeral Homes our mission and passion 

is to assist every family we serve, that has lost a loved one, to achieve a    

meaningful remembrance and acknowledgement of a life lived.  Our 

desire is to do this with compassion, service and professionalism.  We 

also desire to help educate each family of the many options and choices 

available to celebrate their loved one’s life while also keeping their 

budget in mind.  Every Life is Worth Remembering. 

I’m Standing here 

 In this quiet place 

Looking over all the stones 

Each one marks a resting place 

Of loved ones who have gone 

I know someday I’ll be the one 

Who has a stone of names and dates 

And my loved ones  

Will be standing here 

In this quiet place 

 
Poem by  

Jennifer Woods-2018 

A guide to help you understand monument design. 

~Every Life is Worth Remembering~ 
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We understand how important designing a monument can be, however 

it can also be overwhelming.  There are a lot of details and decisions, 

and let’s be honest, a monument will be in the cemetery forever so 

making sure it is designed to last and preserve your biographical 

information for generations to come also has to be considered in the 

final design. 
 

This booklet is designed to help you understand the basic information 

that goes into designing a cemetery monument.  When you are ready to 

talk about specifically designing a monument for yourself, or a loved 

one, please call our office and schedule an appointment.  We hope you 

find the contents of this booklet helpful.  Please, feel free to call if you 

have any questions. 

Contents of this booklet: 

 General Information 

 Granite colors 

 Design and Layout 

 Monument Shapes, Styles and Custom Shapes 

 Monument Finishes 

 Setting options 

 Add Ons, Vases, Photos, 3-D Shape-Carving etc... 

 VA or Military Markers 

First a little history lesson:  Why do we use granite for cemetery 
markers?  The tradition of permanently marking a grave goes back to the 
Egyptian times.  They used stones to mark locations of the deceased so no one 
would disturb a grave.  Not to mention the more elaborate Pyramids, which 
were the original mausoleums.  The tradition of marking graves has evolved 
but continues even today.  We mark the resting places of our loved ones for 
many reasons and as technology has changed so have our monuments.  Once 
upon a time cemeteries would use whatever material was readily available, 
often limestone, marble or even wood.  As we know now those materials 
deteriorate over time making names hard, or even impossible, to read so 
granite has become the most widely used material since the 1860’s.  
 

So what exactly is granite?  Granite is a naturally occurring rock that is 
formed deep beneath the Earth’s crust over millions of years when magma or 
lava cools and solidifies under heavy pressure. Granite contains several 
minerals, of which quartz, feldspar, and mica are the three main components. 
Those minerals are what give each piece it’s unique grain and color.    
 

Did you know that Mt. Rushmore is a 
natural granite “mountain” that was 
carved by various techniques to shape 
the faces of four presidents, George 
Washington, Thomas Jefferson, 
Theodore Roosevelt and Abraham 
Lincoln?  Originally the whole body 
was supposed to be done you can see 
the beginning of the lapel and buttons 
on Washington’s coat and if you look 
close you can see Lincoln’s left hand, it is more visible in an aerial view. 

 

Granite Colors:  Granite color is the one of the main factors that will affect 
the total price of your monument.  Factors like difficulty of quarrying and 
availability have a role in the cost. There are hundreds of different colors of 
granite but only about a few select colors are consistently used for Cemetery 
Monuments.  The reason being how the texture and grain of those minerals 
will affect how long the color will hold up in the outside elements.  
Monuments are designed to last indefinitely so the colors that are most 
commonly used have been proven to stand the test of time.   
 

Cost: The cost of a monument is mostly determined by the shape, size and 
color of the granite you chose.  A standard layout and design is included, 
however special things like laser etching, shape carving and recessing will add 
additional charges.  This booklet has some basic pricing to help you get an 
idea of what your budget will need to be for the monument you most desire.  
There are many variables that will affect your cost so we need to discuss your 
specific needs in order to give you an exact quote.  
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What color do you like:  This is one of the first and most important 
decisions to make as it will set the main part of the overall cost.  There are 
several different colors and the reason to chose one or another varies from 
person to person.  Some people have a very definite preference for some it’s 
more about budget, for others they want to match someone else’s marker.   

If Laster etching is design priority please note that for best results Absolute 
Black is the only color of granite we will laser etch. 

We encourage everyone to walk through a cemetery and take pictures of 
monuments they like often this helps to see different colors and layouts so 
they know where to begin when talking about their monument. 
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Granite is a natural gem so no two pieces will look exactly the same.  
Granite prices vary by color with Georgia Gray being the least 
expensive color and going up to India Red or Absolute Black as the most 
expensive colors available. 

Georgia Gray: is a fine-grained granite that allows for a 

great amount of detail in the carving.  It is one of the most 

plentiful granite colors which helps make it one of the most 

economical.  Light colored granites, especially gray, tend to 

show water marks and may darken over time.  

Morning Rose: is quarried near Vermillion Bay, Ontario, 

Canada.  It is a fine to medium grained granite.  It has an red/

orange tint with black flecks and is slightly variegated in that 

some of the orange flecks are larger then others. 
 

Silver Cloud: is quarried in India. The defining features 

of Silver Cloud slabs are the long veins of white, gray, silver, 

and black that flow across the granite adding a unique texture 

and personality to the monument design. 
 

Variegated Mahogany: is quarried near Milbank, South 

Dakota.  It is a warm, rich granite composed of medium and 

large size brown, gray, black and orange flecks.  Variegated 

Mahogany has irregularities in color and pattern, which is 

due to the natural way the granite formed. 
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Missouri Red: is quarried near Ironton, Missouri and is a 

medium grained red-orange color, with various sized black 

mica flecks. 

 

Clear Mahogany: is extracted from the same quarry as 

Variegated Mahogany, however it is a clearer grade, without 

most of the variegation.  The mineral pattern is more uniform 

and it has less of the orange splotches. 
 

Barre Gray: is quarried near Barre, Vermont.  It is the 

highest quality gray granite available.  Barre tends to be 

darker in color and a little coarser in grain then Georgia Gray. 

 

Salisbury Pink: is quarried in South Carolina.  It is a small to 

medium grained pinkish-orange granite with occasional flecks 

of green and small flecks of red. This is a light granite and it 

does not lend to providing a lot of contrast with certain 

designs. 

American Black: is quarried in Pennsylvania.  It is a black 

with random areas and amounts of whited variegations 

throughout the granite.  The quality of this material is 

excellent and shows good contrast between the polished and 

sandblasted surfaces.  

Bahama Blue: is a kind of blue-gray granite quarried in 

India.  It is a blue-gray color with multicolored variegations of 

black, magenta, and dark purple-gray, throughout the granite.  

 

Flash Black: is imported from South Africa.  It has a very 

even, small grain with little variegation, so it lends itself 

beautifully to carving and lettering.  With is deep charcoal 

black polish and sharply contrasting frosted areas, it is an 

excellent choice for all types of memorial work. 
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Colorado Red: is quarried in Colorado.  It is a beautiful, fine 

grain granite that has good contrast.  However, it is virtually 

impossible to quarry without some variegation. 

 
 

Blue Pearl: quarried in Norway features shades of blues, 

grays, and beige. The flecks of mica glitter in the sunlight 

making this a truly spectacular granite in the cemetery. 

 
 

Ikarus: is a rich brown-red granite with black veins that give 

it an almost wood like appearance. Due to the graining Ikarus 

can not be cut into a Wedge monument. 

 

Absolute Black: (aka Zimbabwe Black, Jet Black, Belfast 

Black) is imported from South Africa.  It is almost a pure 

black stone and is most suitable for etchings and gold-leaf 

applications, the very fine grain and uniformity of the granite 

gives an excellent contrast of designs with frosted areas.   

Meadow Green: is a dark green granite that offers great 

contrast when sandblasted.  The dark green color can appear 

almost black but when the sun shines on it the green tones 

really stand out.  Due to the graining Meadow Green can not 

be cut into a Wedge. 

 

Wausau Red: is quarried in Wisconsin.  It is a small to 

medium grained granite with rich, red color.  It is one of the 

finest granites used in the monument industry.   

 
 

India Red: is quarried in India.  It is the truest rich, red color 

granite we have available for monuments.  It is also one of the 

most expensive colors due to is almost velvet like appearance. 
 

There are other colors available these colors are the most commonly used 

today.  Some colors are still available to match older monuments however, 

with the closing of quarries, not all colors are easily obtainable. 7 

 

When it comes to designing a monument there are no rules but there are 
a few pieces of information that need to be considered.   
The monument itself serves two purposes. First, it is your place to visit 
your loved ones so the monument needs to personal and comforting for 
you.  Second, it serves as a permeant genealogical record that will be in 
the cemetery forever.  Keep in mind that 100+ years from now future 
generations need to be able to trace their heritage so the information 
needs to be as accurate as possible.   
 

1) Full Legal Names, nicknames may be what everyone knows you by now, 
however 4 generations from now they will need given names to match 
records.   

2) Maiden name, this gives the next step when tracing family backwards. 

3) Full Date of Birth and Death. 1919 - 2019 vs. Feb. 12, 1919 - Mar. 8, 
2019.   

4) Children’s names, that helps when tracing backwards.   

5) Marriage dates are also commonly included on monuments. 

Personalizing your monument: The artwork, design and layout is where 
you can be as personal and unique as you would like.  There is a very 
standard layout however we can truly do just about anything you want.  
We are here to help you 
with the design process 
however we need to 
discuss your ideas and 
find a way to “carve it in 
stone”.    

This is a 2-0 x 1-0 x 1-6 

Upright in Georgia Gray.  The 

photo was turned into 

sandblastable line art.   
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Concrete Pad:  Concrete pads are the least expensive material for setting a 

monument.  A concrete pad is 4 inches thick and is set as level with the 

ground as possible.  It does not protect your monument against leaning or 

tilting and concrete is likely to crack over time. 
 

Granite Pad:  Granite pads are more expensive however, just like your 

monument, it will last indefinitely, the edges may chip from mowing but the 

granite itself will not crack due to normal wear and tear.   
 

Deep Foundations:  Deep foundations usually go under the pad.  They can 

be either 18 or 24 inches deep so the go below the freeze line (Kansas freeze 

line is about 12-14 inches). The use of a Deep foundation is the only way to 

guarantee that your monument will never sink, tilt or lean. 
 

Flush Set:  Some circumstances require a monument to be flush set with the 

ground. This means the marker itself is “wet poured” into the concrete so 

when it is in the cemetery it is set ground  level. 

Concrete or Granite Pad 

Deep Foundation 

Monument or Base 

  

Dirt Dirt 

Cemetery Setting: Most cemeteries require the use of a pad that has 6 

inches of clearance all the way around the monument.  This helps protect the 

monument from damage due to mowing  and weed eating. Some cemeteries 

require flush set markers, or they may have restrictions on overall height, 

when designing your monument we need to take any cemetery requirements 

into consideration. 
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This is another important decision because shape/size plus color 

are the main determining factors as to what your monument will 

cost.  Some people chose to do a flat marker while others want 

something that stands upright, other families may chose a 

completely custom design, there are very few rules and truly 

anything is possible.  We have designed markers as small as an 

18 inch for two people and we have done projects as large as the 

Wamego Area Veterans Memorial, so our team of granite experts 

can help you with any of your granite monument needs. 
 

 

 

Monument Styles: There are 4 

standard styles commonly used for 

cemetery monuments: Flat, Bevel, 

Wedge and Upright.  The following 

pages will give examples and cost 

ranges for the different styles. There 

are also unlimited options on sizes and 

custom shapes.   
 

Understanding Monument 

Sizes: Monuments are ordered as  

FEET -INCHES so a 2-0 x 1-0 x 0-4 is   

2 ft 0in long x 1 ft 0 in wide x 0 ft 4 in 

tall. This helps avoid any sizing errors 

when the order is placed.  There is a 2 

inch allowance for variation due to the 

cutting and finishing processes so the 

finished size may not be exact. 
 

Monument Finishes: Monuments 

are usually one solid piece of granite 

the different techniques in the cutting 

and sandblasting process add textures 

and color variations to help create 

contrast and add to the unique quality 

of each monument.  

 

 



  

Polished Surfaces:  Polishing is the process that makes the surface shiny and brings out the color, details and grain of the granite.   

Saw Cut:  Saw Cutting has a smooth texture but the color will appear dull, often the back of a black colored granite will appear gray.   

Rock Pitched: This is he rough, bumpy texture usually on the top and sides of a monument  and on the base.  We strongly recommend a rock pitched finish 
on any part that directly touches the ground, it help to hide any chips and scuffs from weed eating and mowing.   

Frosted/Paneled: To add contrast in the design a frosted texture is used to give differentiation to lettering and images. 

Sandblasting: Most often any lettering and designs are sandblasted so that it is deep enough to be legible indefinitely.  

Laser Etching: Laser etching is a technique that allows for much more detail of an image then sandblasting.  For best results, laser etching will only be done 
on Absolute Black, in order for the contrast to be seen.  We do not recommend laser etching of names and dates, they may become hard to read over time. 

Die or Tablet 

Base 

Concrete or Granite Pad 

When we design a monument we talk about individual pieces.  The Die or 
Tablet, Base and Pad. A Flat marker is usually only two pieces, the die or tablet and a 

pad while an upright is usually all three pieces.   

Most monument styles have a standard appearance, however you can add 
different finishes to other surfaces for additional charges.   

3-6 x 0-6 x 1-6 Bahama Blue Polish 5 on a 4-6 x 1-0 x 0-6 base with a  

1 1/2 inch polished margin and custom artwork as a sandblasted design.  

3-6 x 0-6 x 1-6 Absolute Black on a 4-6 x 1-0 x 0-6 Georgia Gray Base with 

a 1 inch polished margin and laser etched images.  
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Costs:  All prices listed on the following pages are base prices for standard 

finishes, sizes and include a sandblasted design on the main surface.  

Additional charges for setting fees and sales tax will need to be added for a 

final cost. Your final charges will be based on your decisions which may 

include additional add-on items or other custom finishes. 

 

Flat Markers:  Flat markers are the least expensive style because they 

use the least amount of granite.  Some cemeteries require monuments to be 

set low or flush with the ground.  Sizes can vary, however we typically 

recommend a 2-0 x 1-0 x 0-4 for a single person and start at a  

3-0 x 1-0 x 0-4 for a double monument. 

 

Standard finish is polished top all sides are rock pitched. 

3-0 x 1-0 x 0-4 Georgia Gray on a 4-0 x 2-0 Granite Pad 

2-0 x 1-0 x 0-4 Clear Mahogany Concrete Pad 

2-0 x 1-0 x 0-4  

Georgia Gray $624 

Missouri Red $935 

Absolute Black $1,126 

3-0 x 1-0 x0 -4 

Georgia Gray $935 

Missouri Red $1399 

Absolute Black $1,687 
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Bevel Markers:  Bevel markers use a little more granite then a flat 

marker. A standard bevel marker is 6 inches tall in the back and slopes to 

about 4 to 4 1/2 inches in the front giving it just a little tilt.   

 

Standard finish top is polished all sides are rock pitched. 

3-0 x 1-0 x 0-6 Georgia Gray on a Granite Pad 

2-0 x 1-0 x 0-6 Morning Rose on a Concrete Pad 

2-0 x 1-0 x 0-6  

Georgia Gray $707 

Missouri Red $1,017 

Absolute Black $1,382 

3-0 x 1-0 x0 -6 

Georgia Gray $1,063 

Missouri Red $1,528 

Absolute Black $2,075 
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Wedge Markers:  Wedge markers are made to be a stand up monument.  

The Die/Tablet  is typically 10 inches thick on the bottom and 1-4 tall.  A 

Wedge can stand alone on a pad or you may chose to add a granite base for 

extra height.  

The standard finish is a Polish 1 so the front is the only shiny surface, the back 

is saw cut and the top and sides are rock pitched. 

3-0 x 0-10 x 1-4  

4-0 x 1-4 x 0-6 

Morning Rose on a 

Concrete Pad 

This a Western Slant 

so the polish surface 

is extended to the 

bottom of the tablet.  

This is also a polish 3 

(front back and top).   

2-0 x 0-10 x 1-4 Georgia Gray on a Concrete Pad 

2-0 x 0-10 x 1-4  

Georgia Gray $1,131 

Missouri Red $1,815 

Absolute Black $2,508 

3-0 x 0-10 x 1-4 

Georgia Gray $1,662 

Missouri Red $2,933 

Absolute Black $3,728 

Tablet 2-0 x 0-10 x 1-4 

Base 3-0 x 1-4 x 0-6 

Georgia Gray $1,642 

Missouri Red $3,015 

Absolute Black $4,361 

Tablet 3-0 x 0-10 x 1-4 

Base 4-0 x 1-4 x 0-6 

Georgia Gray $2,343 

Missouri Red $4,697 

Absolute Black $6,196 
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Uprights: The tablet is typically 6 inches thick and 1-6 tall and is on a 6 

inch thick granite base.  

The standard finish is a Polish 2 so the front and back are shiny and the top 

and sides are rock pitched.  The top of the base is also polished and the sides 

are rock pitched. 

Tablet 3-0 x 0-6 x 1-6   

Base 4-0 x 1-0 x 0-6 

Silver Cloud on a Concrete 

Pad 

Tablet 2-0 x 0-6 x 1-6 

Base 3-0 x 1-0 x 0-6 

Georgia Gray $1,719 

Missouri Red $2,904 

Absolute Black $3,902 

Tablet 3-0 x 0-6 x 1-6 

Base 4-0 x 1-0 x 0-6 

Georgia Gray $2,668 

Missouri Red $4,477 

Absolute Black $5,976 

Tablet 2-0 x 0-6 x 1-6  Base 3-0 x 1-0 x 0-6 

Meadow Green on a Concrete Pad 

Tablet 3-0 x 0-6 x 1-6   

Base 4-0 x 1-0 x 0-6 

Georgia Gray on a Concrete Pad 

This also has an Absolute Black 

Laser Etched insert. 



 

Any shape outside of the 4 standard shapes is considered custom. There are 

common shapes like the Wave (Figge), Weeping Angel, Diamond, Bear, 

Heart or Double Heart etc.. that are available however they are  more 

expensive then standard shapes due to the added work and techniques to 

achieve the final look.  We can custom build any shape and size you may 

want, anything is ultimately possible. 
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Ditto:  The family wanted to replicate the old 
tower style monuments so every detail down 
to what surfaces were polished vs saw cut 
etc.. had to be taken into the overall design.  
Each piece also had to fit together perfectly 
so exact drawing and measurements had to 
be carefully reviewed. It is also set on a 
Granite Pad with an 18in Deep Foundation to 
support the weight so it  will never tilt, lean 
or sink. 

Robertson:  This family wanted a bench, however, per cemetery rules, we were not 
allowed to place a  bench at the foot of the grave, so we addressed the issue and  
incorporated a bench into the monument itself.  Each surface is also customized 
including a laser etching on the back of the tablet, and gold litho-chrome on the vase. 
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Vases: There are two materials that are commonly used for cemetery 

vases, Metal or Granite.  There are many different shapes, styles and colors 

available in either material. Some cemeteries have specific rules regarding 

flowers and decorations so knowing what is acceptable will be key in 

making any vase or monument selections. 

Photos: Adding photos is a common way to 

personalize your monument.  Enameled Metal or 

Porcelain photos come in several shapes and 

sizes and we can order a fully custom shaped 

cutout.  Laser etching photos is also an option. In 

some cases adding a laser etched insert is a less 

expensive alternative to having the entire 

monument in Absolute Black. 

Additional Lettering: Adding lettering to the 

back or other surfaces of a monument will add 

additional charges.  Sometimes using an 

Enameled tile allows you to add a poem or bible verse with less cost and 

smaller lettering. 

3-D Shape Carving: is a 

labor intensive technique done 

by sandblasting at multiple 

depths until a 3-D look is 

achieved. 

Laser Etching: laser 

etching can capture an 

amazing amount of detail 

from a photograph or 

painting. The contrast 

tones of black-gray-white 

show up the best on dark 

granite.  For best results we 

will only laser etch on 

Absolute Black granite. 



 

Campanella Family Funeral Homes 

Campanella-Evans Mortuary 

785-456-9811 
612 E Hwy 24/PO Box 232 

Wamego, KS 66547 

Campanella-Gentry Funeral Home 

785-765-3913 
224 Missouri St/PO Box 245 

Alma, KS 66401 

Campanella-Kufahl Funeral Home 

785-396-4454 
307 Center St 

Wheaton, KS 66521 

Website:  www.campanellafuneral.com 
 

Email:  campanellafuneral@gmail.com 

~Every Life is Worth Remembering~ 
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VA Markers: There are a few styles to chose 

from 24 x 12 Bronze, Bronze Niche, 24 x 12 
Granite, Granite Upright or Bronze Medallions. 

How you want to set or mount a VA marker is up 
to you however the Government does not pay for 
costs involved to install or remove the headstone 
or marker in private cemeteries.   

WHO IS ELIGIBLE :  Any deceased Veteran who was discharged under 
conditions other than dishonorable or any Service member of the Armed 
Forces of the United States who dies on active duty may be eligible. We will 
need a copy of the veterans DD214 (honorable discharge papers) and you 
will need to fill out VA FORM DEC 2017 40-1330.  

Wamego Area 
Veterans Memorial 
(WAVM):  Bricks are 
available for purchase 
through the City of 
Wamego, 785-456-9119 
or  at 430 Lincoln Avenue 
in Wamego. 


